
executive director, Tammy Flores, with
Kenny Koroll (a long time friend who started
attending conferences the same year I did);
two first timers whose names escape me now;
my second mom and dad Harriet and Bernie
Weiner; three timer Andrew Bowers laughing
as he danced with one of the first timers; my
old friend Tim Flynn dancing with someone
I had not met yet; long time members who
met and married because of their association
with the NSA – former Chairman Lee Reeves
and NSA’s newest inductee into the Hall of
Fame, Nina Reeves. Everywhere I looked I
noticed only smiling faces and laughter. I was
surrounded by my extended family, people
who inspire and support me and who love
each other unconditionally. I knew there was
no place I would rather be.
For those of you who have been involved

in the NSA for a long time, you will remember
that this song was often played at closing cere-
monies or at other times to represent what
the NSA means to us all. In hearing the words
to that beautiful song and seeing everyone
having so much fun on the dance floor just
being themselves, unbeknownst to my dance
partner, I started to cry. For four days each
year we live in a world where we are the
majority and I knew it was almost over and
that I would not see most of these wonderful
people for another year.
The night was not over. As the banquet

slowly came to a close, as usual, many
people decided to go to a local bar called The
Metro so I joined them. It began with 15, 20,
25, then 35 people and soon I lost count. As I
bounced around taking more pictures, I met a
few more first timers and got to chat with old
friends for a bit. No one wanted the night to
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The Perfect Picture at the
End of a Perfect Night
BY CATHY OLISH

Conference 2010:
Culmination and
Beginning
BY MANDY FINSTAD (SIMS)

In March of 2009 I
met my first person
who stutters (PWS).
One week later I met
my second. One week
later I met my third,
and just one week ago

that man – Jean Finstad – became my
husband. Looking back on that time, it
seems as though the universe had aligned,
and that God sat down at His kitchen table
and decided that it was time to give Mandy
a wake-up call, a new direction, a purpose.
During this time I was working at a job
and maintaining my home and finances
relatively well, and was active in a rowing
team, in furthering my education and in
my social life. Something was missing. I
wasn’t truly happy. I had no real purpose
or direction, and seemed to be floating
through life day by day.
Now, I’m one who believes in destiny

and fate and God and karma and various
other mysteries of our world, and I can’t
help but believe that when only approxi-
mately 1% of the adult population stutters,
and I meet three persons who do so within
a two-week time span, something is going
on. So, I did what Hermione Granger and
I do best. I researched. I took advantage of
my school’s resources and read dozens of
articles on stuttering. I checked out nearly

continued on page 3

As I enjoyed one of the last slow dances of
the night with my new friend from the San
Francisco area, Josh Denault, I came to the
realization that it was almost time for the
conference to come to an end once again.
After 11 conferences, this conference was
one of the best I have had in years for many
reasons – I met so many new people includ-
ing tons of first timers, I did a cool new
workshop that was a huge hit (mixing and
mingling), we had over 20 people from our
local Royal Oak chapter attend the confer-
ence (half were first timers!), I did my first
podcast and simply, I took the time to savor
the moment and truly enjoy my time there.
As we twirled around to the song “Wind

Beneath MyWings,” I took in the wonderful
view of all the great people partnered up
in their own slow dance around me – our



I got the idea that I wanted to lead
an NSA workshop at the end of the
2008 conference in New Jersey. I
stayed up late with my friends trying
to figure out what it was that I want-
ed to do and somehow I realized that
advertising – letting people know you
stutter – was my stuttering passion.

When I got home from the confer-
ence, I spent time plotting out what
I might want to share with others and
came up with a plan. I proposed my
workshop, and got it approved.

When the conference in Arizona
came around, I was nervous and
excited to present. My workshop
was for both teens and adults, and I
felt nervous. I prepared myself with
note cards and an outline and arrived
at my workshop 15 minutes early to
get ready.

As other workshops finished, people
began to trickle into my room. At one
point I counted and there were almost
50 people there to hear me speak.

I reminded myself to just be myself,
and I was. I shared with my listeners
why it was that I love advertising; I
shared some embarrassing stories
and people laughed with me. I went
through the workshop, answering lots
of questions the best I could.

At the end, what felt the best was
having people come up and talk with
me. Somehow I had become the
authority on advertising. I carry that
feeling on with me now, when one
of my friends from the NSA comes to
me because they have an advertising
question, I feel so honored to be able
to share my advertising experience
with them.

Presenting My First Workshop!
BY SARAH ONOFRI

Sarah Onofri is a new member of the Teen
Advisory Council and has been a part of the
NSA for almost 5 years. She’s from Boston,
Massachusetts, and is a junior at Wheelock
College where she’s majoring in Elementary
Education and American Studies.

Interested in presenting a
workshop in Texas?
Workshop proposal forms will be
available January 1, 2011. Forms will
be available online at WeStutter.org, or
you can e-mail Tammy Flores, executive
director, at info@WeStutter.org.
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Rockin’ In the NSA!
The NSA rocked
Cleveland when over
600 NSA members and
friends attended and
participated in the
27th Annual NSA

Conference and Research Symposium.
This year’s conference brought together
more first timers, families, speech-
language pathologists, and adults
who stutter than any other self help
organization of people who stutter
in the world. It was particularly
encouraging that we exceeded our
attendance and revenue goals in a
very challenging economy thanks to
our generous sponsors and members.
And as always, our NSA members
rocked, having a great time sharing
stories and meeting new friends while
learning the latest news and informa-
tion about stuttering.

We listened to our members and this
year featured an NSA All Stars panel of
people who stutter, as well as a

keynote speaker who is an NSA
chapter leader. We incorporated the
award ceremony into our opening
ceremony so the entire membership
could be present as we acknowledge
and award our most valuable mem-
bers and friends. And we had more
affordable silent auction items than
ever before.

The NSA Research Symposium
was very well attended and featured
four of the world’s foremost experts
educating the audience about the
various stuttering research studies
currently being undertaken through-
out the world. The symposium has
become an important part of the
conference, and my hope is that the
NSA will be at the forefront of find-
ing a cure for stuttering. A special
thank you goes to NSA board member
John Tetnowski for putting together
another fine symposium.

Our teen and youth programs have
continued to grow, as was evidenced
by the dozens of youth and teens who

CHAIRMANINSIGHT
BY ERNIE CANADEO

participated in our conference activities.
And the addition of our 20-something
group made the conference special as
it gave our 20-something members a
place for them to continue to grow
within the NSA.

Our NSA chapters continue to
thrive, as more and more chapters
are created every month; we are now
represented in almost all 50 states.
Thank you to all the chapter leaders
and regional coordinators for all you
do and for spreading the word about
the NSA.

Please be sure to bookmark the NSA’s
Web site, westutter.org, and visit it
often as it is updated almost daily with
useful information.

Keep rockin’ with the NSA, and get
ready for next year’s conference in
Texas! � Ernie
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Buffalo, New York
On Saturday, August 7, the Buffalo
chapter had a social at Niawanda Park
which runs along the Niagara River.
Eight members met at a restaurant
named Old Man River, which is across
the street from the park. The restaurant
has picnic tables and benches outside,
and attendees all enjoyed the hotdogs,
hamburgers, or other good eats! After
eating and spending some time talking
about what they will be doing for the
rest of the summer, picnickers walked
along the river for a mile or so where
some of them had dessert at an ice
cream place. Reports are that it was
so good to be outside, enjoying the
weather, walking along the river, and
watching the geese and other animals.

Madison, Wisconsin
Gloria Klumb writes that there were
four people at their August meeting.
Their topic was Table Topics! Everyone
wrote something down on paper that
they thought someone could talk
about. Each person spoke for two min-
utes. Those present found out that it is
not easy to do that as sometimes two
minutes can seem like forever. The topic
for their second part was reading and
talking about an article entitled “The
Shame of the Adult Stutterer.” They
talked about how the writer felt about
going to speech therapy as a kid, and
then shared their own feelings about
how they felt. They talked about how
hard it is to think about what technique
they should use while speaking and
scanning ahead for those “difficult”
words. They agreed that when they
went to therapy they were hoping for
a cure and when they found out there
was not a “cure,” they felt frustrated.

Minneapolis–St. Paul, Minnesota
The Minneapolis/St. Paul chapter had
a meeting recently. Co-Chapter Leader
Judy Feeney writes that they usually
take a couple of months off in the
summer but decided to have a couple
of meetings this summer before they
meet up again in the fall. Even though
there was a small group, it was nice to

catch up and talk. The meeting was
attended by three people who stutter
(PWS) and one spouse. One of the
PWS was a new person to the group.
He was very pleased to have been
there as he had only met one other
person in the past who stutters. The
group talked a lot about the recent
NSA conference. It was great to hear
about the conference. Attendees also
talked about different speech therapies
they experienced in the past. Accepting
stuttering and not fighting it so much
was a big topic.

Nashville/Middle Tennessee
Julie Lammel reports that nine
members of the Nashville/Middle
Tennessee chapter of the NSA spoke
to a graduate class of speech-language
pathologists (SLPs) at Tennessee State
University. The speakers offered
various comments on their stuttering.
The graduate students asked many
questions of the members. NSA
members always find this a very
productive meeting.

Syracuse, New York
Evan Sherman writes that five people
attended a recent Syracuse meeting
including three people who stutter,
the husband of a person who stutters,
and an SLP. Evan reports that it was a
wonderful meeting. The SLP in atten-
dance said that she is excited because
she is starting a pre-school fluency
group in her practice. She is currently
in the process of becoming a fluency
specialist. Another member mentioned
that he was fresh off a very good job
interview. He mentioned that at his
first interview, he didn’t advertise his
stuttering and that one didn’t go so
well. Another member let us know that
after returning from the conference she
has become more accepting of herself
and talks to people freely. Her husband
now says that she now talks more than
he does at parties! She is well on her
way in her journey of acceptance. The
group also talked about what fluency
techniques they use everyday and how
members practice them.

CHAPTERNEWS
FROM BONNIE WEISS

every book in our consortium and in
two public library systems. I pestered,
I prodded, and I asked seemingly hun-
dreds of questions. But one of the most
crucial things that I did was join the
National Stuttering Association, and
ultimately began planning to attend
the 2010 Annual Conference.
The conference this past July in

Cleveland was both a culmination and a
beginning for me. It was the culmination
of an entire year’s journey through stut-
tering; from the occasionally dry, book-
bound research, to thoughts and discus-
sions of whether our future children
would stutter. From falling blissfully
in love to building a sturdy, lasting
foundation – both with Jean and with
the stuttering community. From flailing
in an interview on StutterTalk to speak-
ing with confidence about what it means
to be the significant other and the
support of one who stutters. Conversely,
the 2010 conference was also in many
ways a beginning. A beginning of many
friendships, of many discussions, of
many traditions, and no doubt, the
beginning of a long line of conferences
in our future.
This past year has been one of many

changes, and tremendous growth for
me. I’ve fallen in love, moved across
state lines, traveled internationally,
gotten engaged to the love of my life,
and gained that sense of purpose and
clear direction that I lacked, but all of
these things stem from the two most
important changes in my life – meeting
Jean, and immersing myself in the
National Stuttering Association. I love
my stutterer, and I love the NSA. �

Mandy Finstad resides in Arlington, VA
and enjoys being a full-time homemaker
and new wife to PWS Jean Finstad.



have. Bernie also assists Executive
Director Tammy Flores by responding
to tons of different, unique e-mails
received by the national office ranging
from wanting to learn more about the
NSA, to sharing their story, to thinking
they have the cure for stuttering, to
“I have a dog who stutters; what do I
do” type stuff.

Chapter of the Year
The College of St. Rose Chapter,
Albany, NY
This chapter, led by Grace Gregory
and Mary Archambault, has a fresh
new agenda every month and encour-
ages different members facilitating.
The chapter arranges several social
events throughout the year, which are
highly attended.

Chapter members are always
helping the school clinicians with client
questions and often speak with their
clients’ parents. This last year the
chapter presented a well attended
workshop at their local library for the
general public entitled, “Don’t Be
Afraid of Stuttering.”

The chapter also did a video
message of support for those who
stutter which was shown on a pod
cast of Stuttertalk. They spend a lot
of time advertising their chapter
and often attend other chapters’
workshops and activities. They also
help sponsor the Welcome Reception
of the School’s Annual Council of
Fluency Weekend Workshop.

Chapter Leader of the Year
Behnaz Abolmaali
We are proud to announce that the
2010 Chapter Leader of the Year
award went to the chapter leader
of the Austin, Texas chapter –
Behnaz Abolmaali!

Sometime during 2008, Lee Reeves
had a chance encounter with Behnaz,
who was working at a bookstore in
Austin, Texas. He complimented her on
how she was handling her stuttering
and gave her a quick introduction to
the NSA along with his business card.
Shortly after that, Lee had lunch with

Member of the Year
Steven Kaufman
Steven is always responsive to queries
and comments on Facebook and on
other NSA related e-mail groups. He
offers constant support to everyone in
the stuttering community and is a
devoted friend to everyone in the NSA.
He organizes and works with other
chapter leaders for combined outings
and workshops. Some of these events
included helping put together a work-
shop for Russ Hicks in Washington, DC,
planning a baseball outing for those in
attendance, and planning the holiday
party in December with four other
chapters in New York.

For the past two years Steven has
sent out letters to all the major sports
teams, to over 100 restaurants, stores,
and service industries requesting items
or gift cards for our annual auction. In
the last year alone he has spoken to six
speech-language pathology classes at
local universities with no fear, some-
thing he could never do before the
NSA. He has also assisted with trans-
portation logistics for the conference
the last two years – including sending
e-mails to various NSA groups advising
them of ways to save time and money
or just sharing travel tips.

Volunteer of the Year
Bernie Weiner
Bernie is always responsive to queries
and comments on Facebook and on
other NSA related e-mail groups, espe-
cially those requiring difficult or time
consuming responses. He shows support
to everyone in the stuttering communi-
ty without even being asked and never
allows a question to go unanswered in
any forum.

He often assists their local chapter
with tasks and always does it with a
smile even though he is no longer the
chapter leader. He takes the time to
welcome new members to the organi-
zation that he encounters both on-line
and in person. He assists the NSA with
reaching out to new NSA members to
welcome them to the NSA and be avail-
able to answer any questions they may
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Behnaz and introduced her to the
NSA, and his passion and charisma
rubbed off on her. She remembers him
saying “You have to help people who
have not come as far as you have” and
this statement really made an impres-
sion on her.

A little over a year ago, Behnaz
established the Austin Chapter of the
NSA and developed the chapter’s Web
site herself. The chapter is affiliated
with the University of Texas (UT) and
has really become an integral part of
the Austin Center for Stuttering
Intervention and Research. Dr. Byrd,
the fluency specialist at UT who leads
this center, has been a huge support
of their chapter.

The Austin chapter continues to
grow, because of her dedication and
energy and has become one of the
most active NSA chapter in Texas,
especially in the number of chapter
members that have become contribut-
ing members of the NSA.

Hall of Fame
Nina Reeves
It may be hard to imagine what things
might be like if Nina Reeves weren’t
an integral part of this organization.
But there is simply no denying that
the NSA is a pioneer in the world of
advocacy for people who stutter every-
where. This year’s inductee into the
NSA Hall of Fame has shined in every
role that she has given her heart and
soul to. Not only has she consistently
offered to host CEU workshops for
speech-language pathologists (SLPs),
she is truly a woman who has
embraced our community.

Nina is ASHA-certified and recog-
nized as a fluency specialist. She and
her husband, Lee, are long-time sup-
porters of the NSA. The greatest lega-
cy of this newest member of the Hall
of Fame is that numerous parents and
children are eternally grateful that her
guidance and love have allowed them
to embrace their stuttering and not
feel frightened of it at all. We are
truly blessed to have Nina working
with us!

NSA Award Winners
The annual conference is the time to announce the “of the Year” award
winners, those who stand out among NSA members, chapters, etc. They are:



Speaking. It’s something that most peo-
ple take for granted. For me, that is not
the case.
From a very young age, I’ve had a

problem with stuttering. It seriously takes
a strong hold on my life, sometimes to
the point of controlling it.
My biggest fear when I first set foot

on the University of Buffalo (UB) campus
two years ago was not the workload and
not living away from home for the first
time. It was meeting new people.
I dreaded introducing myself for fear

that I wouldn’t be able to get my name
out. I dreaded raising my hand in class
because I didn’t want to “block” in front
of all of my peers.
It doesn’t help matters that I’m a

reporter for The Spectrum. Sometimes
it takes me two or three agonizing hours
to bring myself to pick up the phone
and call my contacts to schedule an
interview – and that’s not even the
interview itself.
Through my interactions with other

UB students, I’ve noticed that stuttering
is widely misunderstood. I remember one
conversation I had with an international
student over dinner.
“Where are you from?” he asked me.
“Brooklyn”, I said.
He stared at me blankly.
“Near N-n-n...,” I began, but blocked

as I tried to say New York City.
“New York City?” he asked, laughing.

“You don’t know where you’re from?”
“I do,” I said. “I just had a bit of a

brain fart, I guess.”
“Yeah, right,” was his only reply.
I was embarrassed and hung my

head over my dinner for the rest of
the evening.
Trapped in a covert closet for as long

as I can remember, I never wanted anyone
to know that I stuttered. I became an
expert word-switcher, and very few people
picked up on my stuttering besides my
immediate family.

Lessons Learned
It wasn’t until last semester that I finally
acknowledged my speech problem.
Last semester, my journalism instructor
noticed that I stuttered and pulled me

Struggling To Speak Fearlessly
BY AMANDA WOODS
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Conference Dedication
Gerald Maguire
This year, the NSA honored a member

who is truly remarkable and has
shown that the field of stuttering and
treatments for it have evolved in many
ways. Dr. Gerald Maguire, who works
out of the University of California-
Irvine Campus, is responsible for start-
ing the world’s first clinic dedicated
wholly to the medical treatment of
stuttering. Through technological
advances, Gerry has treated patients
from South Africa and England. He
was interviewed on CNN and has been
cited in numerous journals regarding
his work. A person who stutters
himself, he is also a Distinguished
Fellow of the American Psychiatric
Association. He is a member of the
Research Advisory Board and a lecturer
on, amongst other topics, “New
Understandings in the Pharmacologic
Treatment of Stuttering.”

Speech-Language Pathologist
of the Year
Diane Games
The NSA has some of the most
passionate SLPs today committed
to helping everyone in the stuttering
community. Diane Games is the
recipient of the “SLP of the Year”
award. Being an SLP is about having
a great capacity to care and greatly
improve the lives of people who
struggle with the challenges of their
speech every day. It is truly appropri-
ate that she is the winner of this
award, as coincidentally she runs her
own practice in the Queen City of
Cincinnati. She has held the presidency
of the Southwestern Ohio Speech-
Language-Hearing Association, and
hosts the Fluency Friday Plus program
for children and teens in her area.

over at the end of class to talk about it.
He recommended that I look into speech
therapy, and I did.
Last summer, I went to speech therapy

for two months and learned some basic
tools to manage and reduce my stuttering.
I’ve even done some voluntary stuttering
in public places to desensitize myself to my
fear of speaking.
Most importantly, I learned that it’s

not the end of the world if I do stutter.
As my speech pathologist often told me,
the biggest victory is in being a little afraid
and “doing it anyway.”
I’ve learned that the most important

thing for me to do is to be myself and
not compromise my life because of my
stuttering. I’m a student journalist, and
interviewing is part of my job description.
People will finish my sentences for me.

Ignorant people will poke fun at my
speech and try to bruise my ego. But if
I’m a confident speaker – regardless of
whether I stutter or not – I shouldn’t be
concerned about what others think.
Naturally, it’s easier said than done.

Tell me not to be concerned about what
others think when I’m sitting in an inter-
view with a prominent campus official.
Little by little, though, my nerves are
dying down.
Barely six months ago, the idea of

writing a column about my stuttering for
the whole university to see wouldn’t have
even crossed my mind. If anyone suggested
it, I probably would have given him or
her an unequivocal “no way!” I was a little
afraid to write this, but I did it anyway.
I’ve come a long way since then, and

still have a long way to go. But for now,
I’ll rejoice in a personal victory. �

Amanda Woods is the assistant news editor
of The Spectrum, the student newspaper at
the University of Buffalo.
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Free To Be Me
The NSA Conference in Cleveland was a
breakthrough experience for me. For the
first time in my life I felt like I belonged to
a community of people where I could truly
be me.
About two days into the conference the

thought hit me: I was completely in the
moment, stuttering and simply not caring.
Most of all, I felt free to be me, as I am,
saying what’s on my mind, with no embar-
rassment. When I was fully struck with the
realization I had been stuttering, laughing,
connecting, and not caring, a complete
calm washed over me I can’t remember ever
feeling in my life.
I’m sure many people who stutter can

identify with the feeling of not fitting in.
My whole life I have felt different because
anxiety and nervousness about speaking has
always been there reminding me I could be
caught in a block at any moment. The con-
stant worry about suffering the humiliation
and embarrassment of stuttering turned me
into someone who had to mask my disflu-
ency at all costs. I have spent my entire life
scared to death people would find out I’m
just a fraud, a person masquerading as a
confident, fluent communicator.
During the few years leading up to

January 2009, the date when I finally found
the NSA, the act was impossible to keep up.
I was a terrible wreck. I had faked my way
to a decent career without advertising my
fears about communicating. My day of
reckoning was imminent, and the scheme
of passing myself off as fluent person was
starting to fizzle. I was regularly speaking
on conference calls, lecturing, presenting
and going to social networking events, but
the tension and worry were eating me alive.
At my first NSA meeting I was nervous

and did my best to be fluent, but I noticed
others didn’t seem to care if they stuttered
in front of me. As I continued coming back
to the monthly meetings I started to realize
by accepting others and their speech, I was

subconsciously accepting my own. After
hearing about other members’ ability to
advertise their stuttering, little by little
I was inspired to do the same.
Now, most of my friends, family, and

co-workers know I stutter. The imagined
Armageddon didn’t happen, and advertis-
ing has taken the pressure off and benefited
me in ways I didn’t expect. In my lifelong
attempt to mask my disfluency, the fear
and shame I built up inside actually
kept me emotionally distant from most
people. This part of me, stuttering, was so
terrible that revealing it to anyone would
mean the end. Telling others and being
comfortable to stutter opening has only
made me human.
Our society promotes perfection, and

so many people are ashamed of their weak-
nesses and flaws. In reality though, most
people are uncomfortable around those
perceived as flawless. Being human and
imperfect around others grants permission
to be the same, and this builds instant
rapport. I believe people view me as much
more authentic and genuine now that I
am open and honest about who I am.
What you see is what you get!
Being part of the NSA family is such a

blessing. I have lived a life of hiding the
real me, and the NSA has shown me I can
be exactly who I am without shame or
justification.� David Friedman

A Life Changing Experience
I was very skeptical when told that my
first NSA conference would change my life.
I guess you old-timers are not surprised to
hear that it did, indeed, do so. I am so
thankful to all at the NSA for all the hard
work you put in to the conference and
thankful that I did eventually decide to
attend the conference.
For the first time in my life I felt at ease

in a group of people and felt that I am not
alone. Seeing all you amazingly intelligent,
talented, and courageous people is truly

awesome. I met so many wonderful, warm
people, and I am grateful for that. I was
really depressed for most of Sunday, having
to leave the conference and get on with life.
Two workshops in particular challenged

me and I viewed them as opportunities:
Open Mike, where I got up, shaking like
a leaf, and spoke to “strangers,” and
“The First Time I Stuttered,” where I
shared, for the first time in my life, my
first traumatic stuttering experience.
These were truly opportunities for me,
and I am thankful.
In my business meeting Tuesday I pretty

much crashed and burned speech-wise.
But I think (and hope), having been at
the conference and having seen the
tremendous courage of the People Who
Stutter, that I will be able to pick up the
pieces and carry on.
I send my best wishes to everyone,

and will be happy to hear from you on
my gmail address.� Hanan Hurwitz

NSA Closing Ceremony Poem
Welcome to the NSA 2010, where family
and friends travel miles to attend.
We begin to realize we can fulfill our

dreams, even if we stutter, we can shine
as bright as a beam.
Don’t be afraid of something so hard

to control, look on the Bright side at least
you’re not up for parole.
We all try to control our speech; in the

back of our minds are dreams still in reach.
As we close out the convention and time

that we shared, so what we stutter don’t
pull out your hair.
I want you to know I love everyone

here, can’t wait to see you in Fort Worth
next year.� Jason Faust

PWS Island
Sometimes I wish I lived on a PWS (people
who stutter) island, where every day was
like what we just experienced in Cleveland.
Unfortunately life and the world in general
aren’t as tolerable or understanding as what
we just experienced. Sitting here at work
today I had so much to catch up on, but I
just wasn’t in the mood at all. I wish I was
back in Cleveland hanging out in the hotel
lobby, the NSA store, or one of the many
late night hangouts. Anywhere I could be

Conference Memories
It has become a LETTING GO tradition to include a “Conference Memories” article in
the issue that appears right after the annual conference. Some of the information below
came from Yahoo’s NSA conference listserv, and some reports were sent directly to NSA
Executive Director Tammy Flores. We kept full names when they were included. Also, some
writers described their experiences in a Top 10 format, a first for the yearly Conference
Memories article.
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with my friends again, if just
for another day.
The feelings of freedom I

experienced in Cleveland, the
bonds formed instantaneously,
and the feelings of normalcy
are hard to come by in every-
day life. Although I wish we
could always live life this way,
I am grateful for this one week
a year when we can.
I made so many new

connections this year, and
re-united with so many old
acquaintances. It was awe-
some. I look forward to next
year, but in the meantime I
am going to try to make my life here a lit-
tle more like what I just experienced. Why
the heck shouldn’t it be; we all deserve that.
� Josh Denault

The Most Special Yet
On many levels this
year’s conference was the
most special to me yet.
I arrived this year with
recently learning that
my father’s pancreatic
cancer was back, when

just last year prior to arriving at the confer-
ence we had just learned he was cancer-
free. Some of my closest NSA friends
already knew the news, after each great
NSA hello hug each one asked how he was
and that they were thinking and praying
about him. It just goes to show the friend-
ships we make at the conferences run deep-
er than just our common challenge.
I was fueled with with more emotion at

this conference than any other as a result
of it, and in two days I would be talking in
front of everyone as an NSA All-Star. The
morning of the speech I was in bed actually
trembling, and I don’t get nervous! I sent
several texts messages to friends at the
conference, they all said the same thing –
relax, Kenny, you will do fine.
The general session begins and little

Katie Duffield gets up there and talks,
the biggest All-Star on the stage! Her
inspiration was so soothing and relaxing,
I was still nervous but not nearly as much
before listening to her. After giving my talk

I sat down and thought about
how years ago without the
NSA I would have never given
that presentation or have the
career and great life
I enjoy today.
The last day of the confer-

ence is always a moving one
for everyone, from the
moment you walk into the
closing ceremony you want
to sit as close to your new
friends as possible. The closing
was unbelievable, from the
song everyone sang together
to the remarks by first timers,
not sure if there was a dry-eye

in the room. The banquet is always fun,
all of us on the dance floor being silly and
having a great time. Once the banquet ends
everyone is not quite ready to say good-bye,
whether you go out on the town or hang in
the lobby or gather in someone’s room you
want to be surrounded by the people you
have grown to care so much for in such a
little time. Saying good-bye on Sunday is
one of the hardest things we ever have to
do, uncontrollable tears and embraces you
want to hang onto for just one more sec-
ond, I’m actually tearing up writing about
it now! The great thing is that we spend
the next week or so finding each other on
Facebook. Looking at all the photos posted
definitely helps tide us over until next year.
See you next year, love you NSA!

� Kenny Koroll

Conference Top 10s
1. Meeting Facebook and Twitter friends
for the first time in person.

2. Attending a teen workshop and
participating and feeling welcome in
a small group discussion about fear
with fearless teens.

3. Hanging out Friday night with so
many new friends, especially first timers.
We will not wait till next year, we will
stay connected throughout the year.

4. Recording videos of three teens and
a twenty-something who told their
stories with grace and dignity, knowing
it will help others needing support.
(Stay tuned – they will soon be on the
NSA Web site.)

5. Seeing the wristbands that say Stutter
Like A Rock Star, since my blog and
Twitter handle has been StutterRockStar
for almost two years.

6. Hearing true NSA All-Stars tell their
heartfelt stories that resonated with all
of us.

7. Witnessing the tremendous courage of
so many people who so totally put
themselves out there – especially Jamie
H at closing ceremonies.

8. Feeling choked up and happy at same
time watching Mike Bauer’s amazing
video montage at closing ceremony.
He so captured the heart and soul
of NSA.

9. Accepting the Adult Chapter of the Year
award for my friends from Albany, NY,
who couldn’t make it in person but were
there in spirit.

10. Sharing a deeply personal part of my
story at a workshop, feeling emotional
and vulnerable, and really being OK
with it, because we all support each
other in this special family.

Proud to stutter like a rock star!
� Pam

Many people had Conference Top 10s that
were similar to others. Here’s what most of
them looked like:
10.Having a chance to visit Cleveland.
9. The rap performed at the closing
ceremony.

8. Walking up to anyone with a name tag
and being able to start a conversation
with no fear, and knowing that everyone
understood what I was going through
when I stuttered.

7. Hearing the NSA All-Stars’ heartfelt
stories.

6. Barry.
5. Mike Bauer’s video montage at the
closing ceremony.

4. Hearing other people speak just like
me everywhere I went.

3. Meeting Facebook/Twitter/online
friends from all over the world in
person for the first time.

2. Jamie Habing’s touching and courageous
story at the closing ceremonies.

1. Finding out that it really is OK to
stutter!

“I have lived a

life of hiding

the real me, and

the NSA has

shown me I can

be exactly who

I am without

shame or

justification. “

–David Friedman



We hope you were one of the folks we caught on

camera at this year’s NSA Annual Conference. If not,

hope to catch you in Ft. Worth, Texas, next year!
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Speech. Fluency. Confidence. Most people
take the ability to speak the way they want
for granted. I never have, and I never will.
I stutter. As far back as I can remember,

I’ve always had a speech impediment.
“Don’t worry about it” and “It’s ok, I
understand” only work for so long before
the realization is clear: I do worry about
it and they don’t understand. Except for
those who have gone through it them-
selves, no one comprehends what it is like
to constantly not say what you want to
say. To frequently change words so you
don’t stumble. To only say what you know
you can say with fluency. To only speak
when it “feels right” and you know you
won’t stutter.
Few know what it is like to have every-

one’s eyes on you while you try to stutter
your sentence out. The inevitable smiling
and laughing just makes you feel more
insecure. “Yes, I know I stutter. Are you
done laughing?” When they try to finish –
or better yet, start – your sentence, all you
want to do is get away and be alone.

Many times I have thought to myself,
“Why me? Why do I have to go through
this?” I have heard stories about famous
athletes or celebrities who have overcome
stuttering, but the stories never really hit
home. I believed that I was different and
that I was never going to be fluent.
In the fourth grade, I realized that

the stuttering was not going to magically
disappear on its own. It wouldn’t happen
automatically or overnight. No one else
could make it go away. I was going to
have to do it myself. I was going to have
to work at it, constantly, for however long
it would take. Since I began drilling this
truism into my head, I have had better
success overcoming my speech impediment
and am now on the road to fluency.
But it hasn’t been easy. During my Bar

Mitzvah in May 2005, I was stuttering
badly. I was extremely nervous about being
in front of my peers and giving multiple
speeches – in two languages! Knowing I
could speak perfectly when another person
was talking with me, I recorded myself

onto my iPod and spoke with “myself ” to
gain confidence and talk fluently.
Although I am not completely fluent yet,

I know that I am on the right track. I have
been practicing a new therapy technique that
has really helped me. Tracking my progress
by video recording myself has shown me that
I have been making significant steps toward
more confident speech.
Overcoming my stuttering has been the

hardest challenge that I have encountered so
far in my life. I know that when I am totally
fluent and can speak the way I want, when I
want, I will have a sense of achievement that
few people have. I have had much help along
the way, but it has not been my parents, teach-
ers, or even speech therapists that have over-
come this speech impediment. It was me. �

Jeremy Philipson is a senior at New Hartford
High School in central New York. An honors
student, Jeremy is also a senior class officer, a
trumpet section leader in the marching band,
and a member of the varsity bowling and
tennis teams.
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On the Road to Fluency
BY JEREMY PHILIPSON

Loss of Speech
BY TOMMY WEI

Fluctuating speech and fluency problems are
nothing to be ashamed of, really, but they
have always depressed me since my high
school civics presentation. I was walking up
to the whiteboard, lights off, PowerPoint
loaded and index cards in hand. It was just
another presentation, like the book reports
back in elementary school, right?
I felt no nervousness or tension as I

began. At that second I realized that I had
trouble projecting my voice, trouble pro-
nouncing words; after a few seconds later I
realized I had trouble with public speaking,
or just speaking in general. I thought my
minor difficulty would be trivial, something
normal that happened to anyone, but after
that incident I was looking to avoid any and
all oral presentations. It was as if something
coveted and important was subtracted from
in return when stuttering was added to my
life, and the exchange left me reeling.
I fell into a well of depression so deep that it

wasn’t until a few weeks that I noticed changes

in my own behavior. I spent hours upon hours
lying on my bed, staring at the pink-winged
fairies covering the interior of my room. This
was not what I expected from a minor setback
during my civics presentation. People do it all
the time, pausing for the occasional “umm” or
“uhh.” “What’s a little fluctuation going to do?”
But not until 48 hours after I had lain

down did the truth dawn on me: my speech
wasn’t going to be the same. The once fluent
speech with no pauses, repetition or stuttering
was all gone. I started constantly ignoring my
parents and blamed them for their lack of
concern and my depression. My brother
seemed to consider me weak and fragile and
was tired of my constant complaining. Even
when the arguing stopped, the wounds never
healed, and the relationship between me and
my family took a major hit.
During school I’d walk away or pretend not

to notice when someone approached to talk to
me or ask a question. When it wasn’t avoid-
able, I took the embarrassment with sucked-

up reluctance on the outside and contempt
on the inside.
After school one day, I met a guy sitting

on a sidewalk outside of the school grounds
as I walked over. I couldn’t mask my sadness
when he told me he had speech problems
too. He started crying. Then I did, too. As
embarrassing as it was, I finally met someone
who understood what it’s like to have speak-
ing problems, and as we talked we steered
each other away from depression. We support-
ed and encouraged one another when giving
oral presentations, regardless of our speech
impediment which, in turn, taught me to
accept who I was. Confronting my fear
forced me to find my courageous self, the
one who tells me it’s okay to have a speech
impediment, to accept my stuttering, and
to stop avoiding oral presentations.
Three years later, I sit on my sunlit

bed looking at a picture of the two of us,
viewing it as incontrovertible evidence that
I am no less a person, just a lost one. �
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I am a lifelong stutterer; there I said it!
I was diagnosed as a stutterer when I was
around 5 years old. I didn’t understand
or know what that meant; all I knew was
I couldn’t talk right and became very
frustrated when trying to convey the
simplest comments.
All my years through elementary, junior

and high school were the same old scene,
ridicule and snickering behind my back.
I became withdrawn, a loner, and didn’t
participate in class activities unless com-
pelled by the teacher.
I was terrified I would be called upon

in class to either read or discuss some-
thing. I took German in high school and
had to on more than one occasion read
out loud or in a group setting, I would
pretend I couldn’t pronounce the word or
make jokes; sometimes I would delay my
having to talk when called upon in hopes
the teacher would call on someone else or
give the answer so I wouldn’t have to. I
would try anything to take the attention
off me and put it someplace else, but that
only brought more attention to me.
I lost confidence in myself; this

negativity permeated every aspect of my
life. I joined Cub Scouts; that lasted only
a few years as I had to work with others a
lot of times and talk in specific situations.
I was afraid to join in with the other scouts
for fear of having to talk with people I
didn’t know.
I wanted to try out for school sports

but was afraid to; didn’t think I was good
enough. I let my being a stutterer stunt
my ambitions, and I allowed myself to
believe even more strongly that I was
inferior. I was scared and worried that
people would start making fun of me, so
I withdrew into my own world.
I started getting involved in activities

that didn’t require me to talk; band and
track, for example, and then only if the
few friends I had would get involved with
those same activities with me.
When it came to dating, well that was

the worst nightmare of all. After years
of ridicule and being made fun of I was
petrified to ask a girl out or even talk to
one! I had no self-esteem.
The harder I tried to hide the fact that

I was a stutterer the worse I actually talked.

I was so hung up on the fact I couldn’t
talk and being made fun of that I was
resigned to the fact that is the way my life
would be. I attended therapy and learned
how to talk slow and what syllables or
words gave me the hardest time and tried
to avoid those words by coming up with
others in place of those.

Growing Through Military Service
Despite my confidence crisis, constant fear
of being found out I was a stutterer, and
the constant ridicule, I never gave up on
my ambitions; I knew that I had to get
away from those forces that fueled my
fears and stagnated me. I had listened to
an Air Force recruiter in high school and
thought, “I can do that,” so I talked with
a recruiter and eventually enlisted.
My speech therapy I had while in high

school helped me to realize just because
I am a stutterer doesn’t mean I can’t lead a
normal and productive life and taught me
how to control my fears and tricks to use
that would help me in speaking situations.
Being a stutterer gave me sympathy and
empathy towards others that had various
disabilities. I actually became more aware
of others shortcomings and always reached
out to them; I have a special place in my
heart for them.
Joining the military as a stutterer was

actually an easy decision; I would take the
tools I had learned in therapy and apply
them to my daily life. I still had fears of
being discovered or found out, but I didn’t
let that control me any more. I used that
fear to help me achieve my goals.
As my career progressed in the Air

Force and I advanced through the ranks,
I was put into a position of authority
over others. I now had to hold training
sessions, train people, give briefings to
my bosses and superiors. I attended a
4-week and a 7-week supervisor class; the
classes were geared towards public speaking,
how to give briefings, and how to super-
vise people. I had to speak in front of 40
people I had never met, and I was taped at
the same time. Talk about embarrassment
and fear! It all came back, the embarrass-
ment of having to actually watch a stutterer
on tape terrified me, but I didn’t let it
stop me.

Growing Up as a Stutterer
BY ALAN R. LONG

I used humor as a way to deflect attention
from my stuttering. I talked very fast so I
could get through that moment, and I would
try and go first to get it out of the way.

Stuttering Doesn’t Control Me
I made it through the training as well as
26 years in the Air Force, along the way
earning a degree. I now am no longer
afraid or embarrassed. I am a stutterer,
but there is nothing I can’t do. I will always
be a stutterer, but I am no longer shying
away from those situations that compel
me to speak in front of others.
Every day is a struggle and a journey.

Just because you’re a stutterer doesn’t mean
you can’t succeed; history is full of very
successful stutterers. I am now nearing my
fifth decade, and I have no problem saying
I am a stutterer; it has in part defined me
and the type of person I have become.
I do still struggle from time to time and
probably always will, but my stuttering no
longer controls me. It is a part of me and
a part of who I am. �

Alan R. Long was born and raised in
New England and has a degree in Logistics
Management. He is a genealogist, an aspiring
writer, and a fighter against animal injustices.

Congratulations to Michael Liben and
Lindsay Orringer on their recent
engagement. We are so thrilled for
both of you and wish you nothing
but happiness.
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The University of South Florida’s
Department of Communication Sciences
and Disorders continues to help children
who stutter and their families by teaming
up with the National Stuttering
Association to educate speech-language
pathologists (SLPs) and provide family
workshops.* On Friday, April 30, the
USF chapter of the National Student
Speech-Language-Hearing Association
(NSSLHA-USF) hosted a group of 70 SLPs
from the Greater Tampa Bay region. The
SLPs attended a workshop given by Nina
Reeves, a specialist board-certified in
fluency disorders by the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
Nina provided first-class instruction
on treatment for emerging stuttering,
demonstrating her approach to clinical
decision-making, and familiarizing the
SLPs with specific treatment techniques
by presenting and dissecting several case
study video demonstrations of treatment
sessions with kids from Nina’s private
practice in McKinney, TX.

Supporting Children Who Stutter
For the second half of the event, on
Saturday, May 1, NSSLHA-USF teamed up
with the Tampa chapter of the NSA to host
the second annual USF Youth Day. The
Youth Day brings together children who
stutter, letting them know they are not
alone. The kids participate in structured
activities designed to help them explore
their strengths as well as their emotional
reactions to stuttering. Parents attend, too,
to discuss their concerns and pick up
knowledge and new perspectives on their
children’s stuttering.
The crowd was greeted by Delroy

McPherson, leader of NSA’s Tampa
chapter, along with Monica Barnes, the
NSSLHA-USF president. Kenny Butler,
the southeastern regional chapter
coordinator for NSA, told the audience
about the NSA’s mission, and then Alex
Rosenbaum, an NSA member from Ft.
Lauderdale, described his life-changing
experiences at NSA’s annual conferences.
Next, Brad Madsen – leader of NSA’s
chapter in Riverview, FL – presented a
“Stuttering Quiz Show” featuring basic
facts about stuttering and famous people

who stutter. The morning welcome ended
with a social mixing activity: Each partici-
pant was given a section torn from a mag-
azine cover and quickly had to find the
other people in the crowd with matching
sections. The winning team received
prizes. During that activity, participants
“broke the ice” and began to build
camaraderie with others who, they would
come to learn throughout the day, face
similar challenges posed by stuttering.
The Youth Day is, of course, all about

the kids! Five teenagers and 13 younger
children from across the State of Florida
attended the event this year. We were
pleased to see several familiar faces from
our inaugural event in 2009! The kids
participated in a variety of fun, positive
perspective-building activities. For example,
in one group, kids 4–8 years old read
short stories about emotions, dressed-up
in silly costumes, and then acted-out
what they thought would happen in social
interactions involving specific emotions
(a theory of mind task), along the way
discussing their emotional reactions to
stuttering. That group was led by Merilu
Heldreth and Natasha Scott, both USF
undergraduate students.
In another group, kids 9–12 years old

read a story about the symbols that
medieval knights used to decorate their
shields, and then made paper shields
depicting their own personal strengths.
That group was led by Sarah Tanfield and
Jerrica Serrano, also USF undergrads. We
were happy to see siblings of our partici-
pants involved in these groups!
In a third group, teenagers played a

game of Pictionary themed around stutter-
ing emotions. That group was led by Kailey
Creech, a USF undergrad, and Tim Gates,
a USF grad student who stutters and who
is studying chemical engineering and is
active in NSA’s Tampa chapter. These
were just some of the many fun activities
provided for our child participants
throughout the morning. Felix Matias,
an SLP clinical instructor at USF, and
Alexis Maxfield, an SLP at Tampa’s Hope
Preparatory Academy, oversaw the activities
with help from NSSLHA-USF’s huge team
of undergraduate volunteers, as well as
from SLP graduate students.

Parent Participation
Each of the 18 children was accompanied
by family and, in some cases, an SLP who
works with the family. While the kids
enjoyed their morning workshops, the
parents and SLPs participated in a round-
table discussion of their common and
unique experiences as caregivers of children
who stutter. The discussion was emotional
yet supportive and uplifting.
Ronnie Laughlin, an SLP clinical

instructor at USF, led that discussion with
help from Joe Constantine, also an SLP
clinical instructor at USF. A powerful part
of the discussion occurred when parents
who had attended the 2009 Youth Day as
rookies role-switched at this 2010 event
and began mentoring and facilitating the
first-time parents.
One set of parents, whose teenage son

attended the 2009 Youth Day, returned
in 2010 to meet and support the new
parents. Their son, they proudly reported,
was not at our 2010 event because he
was at a church event with other teens –
the parents noting that our 2009 Youth
Day played a part in motivating their son
to participate more actively in social
events. Bravo!

Fun and Games
At the end of the morning workshops, the
kids were met by USF’s mascot – Rocky
the Bull – who stayed for lunch and posed
for pictures. After pizza was served, Brad
Hayes – a member of NSA’s Tampa Chapter
– recited a rap he wrote about stuttering.
The kids danced on-stage with Brad and
Rocky the Bull.
After lunch, while the younger kids

continued bonding in a team scavenger
hunt, the teen group joined the parent
group for a game of “Stuttering Jeopardy.”
The game covered basic facts about stutter-
ing, and opened up the floor for a guided
discussion about the nature and treatment
of stuttering. Lisa Murphy, a Tampa nurse
who also majored in speech-language
pathology at USF, facilitated the afternoon
parent/teen discussion along with Nathan
Maxfield, an assistant professor at USF.
Other adults who stutter from the NSA’s
Tampa chapter also joined the conversa-
tion. We missed Dr. Fred Murray, who

USF Youth Day 2010: “Speech Party”
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An extra special thank you to Erica and
Aaron Perez, Anthony Romano, Melissa
Lopez, Brandie Flores, Becca Liben,
Sally Peterson, and Barry Liben for all
your time in helping with raffle items,
auction items, registration, the NSA
store, and most importantly getting
the word out about the conference.

Also, special thanks to Sarah
D’Agostino, Marybeth Allen, John
Carpenter, Debbie Nicolai, Andy Bowers,
Beth Bienvenu, Gregg Benedikt, NSA
All-Stars (Kenny Koroll, Marilee Fini,
Charles Marcus, Drew Kiser, and Katie
Duffield) and all the presenters who
made this program such a success
once again.

Last, but not least, special thanks to
the official NSA photographers – Cathy

Olish and Philip Garber Jr.
Philip, age 15, has stuttered since

he was four years old and is a freelance
photographer from Mansfield, New
Jersey. Cathy is a person who stutters
from Ferndale, Michigan who works
in HR at Ford Motor Company and
serves on the NSA Board of Directors.

Thanks so much, Cathy and Philip,
for snapping all those photos for us;
we really appreciate it.

The NSA depends on its members
and chapters to help out every year
with items for the silent and live auc-
tions. Thank you to all of you who
sent, brought, or helped secure an
item. As always a big thank you to
everyone who bid on all of the great
items; we hope you enjoy them.

Thanks to Conference Volunteers!
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spoke with the teens and parents at our
inaugural 2009 event.
At the end of the day, everybody

celebrated over cake provided by Bruster’s
Real Ice Cream, a store in Tampa man-
aged by Matt Provenzano, a person who
stutters and member of the NSA Tampa
chapter. Matt recently published a book
about his experiences with stuttering –
a “must read” for any person who stutters
and family members.
NSSLHA-USF, the Department of

Communication Sciences and Disorders,
and the College of Behavioral and
Community Science at USF cherish the
opportunity to reach out to the unique
and wonderful population of children
who stutter and their families. One of
the SLPs in attendance told us about her
school-age client who’d attended the event
in 2009 and said he couldn’t wait to
attend the “speech party” again at USF.
Those two words certainly capture our
mission – to help kids who stutter think
about speaking as a party! We look for-
ward to making this an annual event at
our campus. �

*Information provided by Nathan Maxfield,
event mastermind and person who stutters.
Nathan is an Assistant Professor at USF
specializing in neuroscientific investigations
of speech and language processing, including
in people who stutter.

Upcoming Continuing Education
Seminars and Youth Days you
don’t want to miss!

Greensboro, North Carolina
October 16, 2010

Phoenix, Arizona
October 23, 2010

Tampa, Florida
February 26, 2011

Michigan
March 2011

Fort Worth, Texas
March 2011

Austin, Texas
April 2011

end but at 2 a.m., they kicked us out! It’s
amazing how we never want to stop talking!
As we were walking back to the hotel I

thought about how we can capture this
night and the essence of how people will
deprive themselves of sleep just to be
together. So, as we walked into the hotel
there stood red carpeted steps leading up to
the lobby – a perfect place to take a picture.
As people walked in, I “politely asked”
them to sit down for a fast picture (people
are used to that by now!) and so everyone
took a seat. After we settled on the steps, a
few people joined us from the lobby area,
which made the group grow to over 55! We
asked the security guard, Brooke, if he
would mind taking our picture. He said
sure and proceeded to grab my camera and
just then, about 15 other people ran up
with their cameras too! He happily grabbed
the cameras, took at least two pics with
each and we all graciously thanked him.
The hang out continued in the lobby for

some of us, others went back to their room
since they had to leave early the next day. At
about 3:30 a.m., a few of us went to the
floor that we shared to say our goodbyes.
After chatting for several more minutes, one
of my good friends and long time NSA
member Jay Jones-Doyle walked up with

two first timers I have never met. So I got to
meet more first timers at this late hour! We
chatted for a bit and just as we were wrapping
up, Brooke the security guard wandered past
so we thanked him again and enjoyed a long
conversation with him. We spent a lot of time
talking about stuttering and he even shared
something very deep with us about himself
that he hasn’t told many people. It is amazing
how when we open up about ourselves, we
give others an opportunity to do the same
and realize that we all have things that we
struggle with. We said thank you once again
and then Jay stated perfectly what all of us
who were there for that picture were thinking,
“Thank you for making the perfect night
even more perfect by helping us capture that
special moment and turning it into some-
thing we will cherish and always remember.”
They say a picture is worth a thousand

words; this one’s worth a million!

Cathy Olish is from Ferndale, Michigan
and works in HR at Ford Motor Company.
She is a 12-year NSA member, NSA Board
of Directors Special Projects & Volunteer
Coordinator, co-chapter leader for the Royal
Oak NSA Adult chapter and NSA Kids/TWST
chapter, and the moderator for the highly
successful Covert Stuttering Yahoo group. �
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ODDS&ENDS
FROM DAVID BLAZINA

Dr. Arthur F. Fishkin
Dr. Arthur F. Fishkin of the NSA’s
Omaha/Lincoln chapter passed away
on his 80th birthday, May 27, 2010.
Dr. Fishkin and his wife of 53 years,
Jane, herself a member of the chap-
ter, came to every summer potluck
dinner the chapter held. She was very
touched by the chapter’s wish to
donate a memorial in Art’s name, and
all agreed it should go to the NSA.
While Art did not stutter, he was an
amazing pillar of support for his wife,
their son who stutters, and the chap-
ter. Art will be missed by his family
and friends.

Post-Conference Camaraderie
After what was truly a spectacular
conference where so many people
connected with their stuttering on
numerous levels, several NSA mem-
bers made efforts to continue the
feelings shared there by hosting
“decompression” get togethers. On
July 17, Sasha Rayshubskiy and David
Resnick (one-half of the musical duo
along with Tim Benton from Fremont,
CA) hosted a gathering at the Old
Town Bar & Restaurant in New York
City’s Flatiron District. Among those
who met up for drinks included Long
Island Chapter Leader Steven
Kaufman, Larry Lindstrom, Larry Burd,
Mike Cohn (chapter leader for
Manhattan), and Queens Chapter
Leader Mitch Trichon. A similar event

was held in Michigan with attendance
by Cathy Olish and first-timers Mike
Schultz and Cameron Francek.

Oliver Bloodstein
Vivian Sisskin regrets to bring word
that Oliver Bloodstein passed away
on July 4, 2010. His son, Dan, wrote:
“Although I can assure you that
condolences are not necessary, they
can be sent to my mother, Annette,
at 182 Washington Avenue Extension,
Apt. 226, Albany, NY 12203, or to
bencor@nycap.rr.com. If anyone
asks, donations may be sent in my
father’s name to the American Speech-
Language-Hearing Foundation. I think
he would approve of that.”

Vivian writes: “As many of you
know, I was privileged to be able
to work closely with Oliver in the
past few years as we brought the
latest edition of “A Handbook on
Stuttering” to press. I have rarely
known such a quietly brilliant,
insightful, and stimulating man.
I told many that I wish I could be
as sharp today as Oliver was ‘til the
very end. The field has lost a true
founding father.”

Birth Announcement
The NSA congratulates Vikesh and
Christine Anand on the arrival of
their newborn son, Kai Anderson
Anand, who was born on July 28 at
2:28 p.m. and weighed 7 lb., 4 oz.


